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In August Russia recalled attention to herself through the
issue by Tsar Nicholas II of an invitation to all governments to
take part in a conference, which should consider 'the main-
tenance of universal peace and a possible reduction of excessive
armaments'. The result was the first Hague Conference held
next year (18 May to 29 June 1899). Beyond a revision of the
laws of war, its only outcome was the establishment at The Hague
of a Court of Arbitration, to which disputing nations might
voluntarily resort—a quite important first step. But the Russian
proposal, that for five years all armies and military budgets
should be limited to their existing size, received no support.
Germany killed it by asking how armaments could be defined,
and pointing out that Russia, without adding a man to her paper
strength, could immensely increase it for practical purposes by
building railways. The United States wished to propose the
immunity of private property at sea, but Great Britain refused to
discuss the subject.
Meanwhile, in June 1898 had arisen the hopeful chance of
acquiring Delagoa Bay from Portugal. But in July Germany
violently objected, with the old threat to take the anti-British
side in Egypt. This destroyed the prospect; but there followed
(30 August 1898) an Anglo-German treaty, in which for a hypo-
thetical large share of the Portuguese colonies, should Portugal
ever dispose of them, Germany renounced her interest in the
Transvaal. Her promise did not prevent her twelve months later,
as soon as the South African war became imminent, from extort-
ing still further blackmail in the shape of a bargain abandoning
British rights in Samoa. But in November 1899 the Kaiser came
to Windsor for the queen's eightieth birthday, and Chamberlain
launched a second time his proposal for an alliance. William II
and Count Biilow affected to receive it favourably, and suggested
that he should publicly advocate a triple combination of Great
Britain, Germany, and the United States. Chamberlain did
so in a much-criticized speech at Leicester on the day after the
Kaiser's departure. But in the following week the German
government allowed a fierce outcry to develop in its controlled
press; and when Biilow met the Reichstag, he threw Chamberlain
over.
Shortly afterwards, at the turn of the year, British cruisers
seized the Bundesrath and two other German mail-steamers sus-
pected of carrying contraband to the Boers. Germany was

